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Author's Abstract

Two types of redundancy, each having two levels, were employed at
each stage of a programed sequence of concept-learning tasks. These
tasks were purely iconic (i.e. non-verbal). One type of redundancy
involved amount of variation and repetition of exemmlars; the other
,involved strength of feedback. The number of exemplars was ten for
each stage. The tasks were presented by a research assistant, who
simulated a graphic computer display. The stimuli involved two-dimen-
sional vectors, and Ss response was identification of a point in two-
space. Response was translated into a computer input by the RA, and

. the computer terminal gave S feedback as to correctness. Subsequently,
the correct response was demonstrated graphically. Criteria were (a)
number of responses to reach two successive correct, during learning,
at each stage, (b) performance on immediate post-tests, and (c) per-
formance on a delayed (six month) post-test. Students in the fourth,
fifth, and sixth grades of local schools were the subjects. Some
minor differences were noted during learning, particularly in re-
spect to time reauired to respond; latency, however, was not re-
corded objectively. No significant differences were noted on imme-
diate post-tests. Delayed post-test data suggest an optimal level
for both types of redundancy, also an interaction, which in turn
suggests existence of an optimal combination of the two.
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Introduction

Inductive or discovery teaching is an accepted strategy. Teaching

through purely iconic (ncn-verbal) tasks is not as well known. but basic

research in concept learning has demonstrated its feasibility in the labor-

atory, and this project demonstrates its practicability in a school setting.

Whether one teacnt.s purely by example, or by rule followed by examples,

one faces a decision as to how much variety to present the student. He also

faces the problem,of how much information to give him about his "solution"

or way of finding the answer. This study explores both of these variables.

Theoretically, they are both forms of redundancy, i.e. the degree of order and

simplicity used in the teaching tasks. They can also be seen as degrees of

guidance, i.e. the more repetit43n and the more information given the learner

about his response, the mor uidance he has received.

This project also explores the use of a computer in storing data con-

cerning responses, in presenting feedback to the learner, and in interpreting

a non-verbal response (identification of a mint in space). The graphic

equipment needed for the latter was difficult to locate: a research assistant

simulated this potential computer function, while a search for appropriate

hardware was conducted. The simple requirement (interactive processing of a

position-in-space response) turned out to have major ramifications.

Research on discovery learning suggests that it has advantages for trans-

fer. The post-tests in this study included problems requiring transfer. Studies

by Brant and Berg, Morrisett and Hovland, and Kendler, and Vineberg have indi-

cated that varying the number of consecutive confirmations given before transfer

will have significant effects on transfer: here, variation involves the number

of different tasks confirmed, rather than the number of confirmations per se,

which was held constant.



Procedure: Wordless, iconic tasks were presented on by 11 paper, calling

for S to identify a point on the paper as the "answer", i.e. the final position

of a point which is translated by the arrow (the two dimensional vector). (See

Figure 1.) As the sequence progresses, with ten examples (tasks) at each stage,

S discovers vector addition, inverse, and scalar multiples.. This is translated

into addition of directed numbers.

The ten tasks at each stage are presented in two ways, i.e. as five

repetitions of two different examples of the task, or two repetitions of

five different examples. These are the two levels of variation. At the same

time, there are two levels of feedback: in one, the final point is indicated

to S on a facsimile of the original task sheet; in the other, the final point

is supplemented by a dotted path indicating the manner in which the point moved

according to the vector given. (See Figure 2) Tasks are illustrated in the

Appendices, also the nature of the feedback from the computer.

The original plan was to present the task via graphic display, and have

a computer evaluate the response and give feedback. Due to difficulties in

obtaining the necessary instrumentation, a research assistant substituted for

the graphic display. The student indicated a point on the answer sheet, and

the assistant fed this information into the computer using a numerical code.

The computer the printed (for the S) the words "right on", or "close", or

"way off".

This was done so that (a) a completely computerized self-instructional

approach could be simulated and explored and (b) the data could be stored in

the computer memory for future retrieval for data processing. The key capa-

bility needed with a graphic display is one where the S can point to a point on

the display and have the computer interpret this as correct, nearly correct, or

incorrect, and then feed that information back to the S verbally (via print -out
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or audio).

After a group of Sc had been processed, the learning sequence was re-

vised on the basis of the resultsoby dropping some stages and adding others.

As a result, the number of stages was reduced in number and changed quali-

tatively in slight ways as the research progressed. (The same treatments were

involved throughout however.) This process represents a synthesis of experi-

mental design, on the one ham:, and experimental analysis on the other, both

with the objective of improving teaching/learning systems in the schools.

While this procedure went on, there was also a search for an inexpensive

graphic capability, i.e. touch-sensitive-and interactive. Some outcomes of

this search are reported in the Appendices.

Subjects: Subjects were fourth, fifth, and sixth graders in local elementary

schools. Some were in "project centered" classrooms, others in "traditional"

classrobms. In some cases, the subjects worked on the materials via a computer

terminal installed in the classrooms: in other cases they were driven to the

University. Some subjects were participants in a special summer school in a

neighboring town: the terminal was installed in a vacant room in that school.

Results: (a) Learning rata were recorded for each subject for each stage

under each treatment. They generally supported an all-or-nothing view of

the learning process. (E,:cerpts are given in the Appendices.)

(b) In the learning process and on the immediate post-test there were

no statistically significant differences between the two levels of variation:

what differences there were generally favored the treatment where only two

different tasks were given and were repeated five times each.

(c) In the learning process and on the immediate post-test there were no



statistically significant differences favoring strong feedback over weak

feedback, but the strong feedback seemed to make initial learning easier.

Once the Ss became accustomed to receiving.no verbal guidance during the

task, they began to look to the feedback (the correct answer) for guidance.

(d) The delayed post-test was given in November of the next school year.

This was five months after the last S had completed the learning program and

post-test, except for the summer school students for whom it was about four

months. The data from the delayed post-test, Table 1, suggest an interaction.

Only one of the differences shows significance via t-test, that being W2/S2

(i.e. weak feedback vs. strong at the two-different-example level). S5/S2

(i.e. strong feedback at five and two different examples) approaches statistical

significance at the .05 level. Since both strength of feedback and amount of

variation of examples are forms of redundancy, the implication is that there

is an optimal redundancy level which can be approached in more than one way.

Whether W5 is really "over the hump," i.e. represents too little total redun-

dancy for effective learning, is a matter of conjecture.

Conclusions: These results suggest that strength of feedback and amount of

variation are educationally significant in the design of inductive instructional

sequences. Since both are types of guidance, this replicates previous investi-

gations regarding guidance and discovery. These results also suggest, although

wea1ly, that there is an interaction between the two forms of redundancy, and

that simultaneous reduction of both types (increased variation, weaker feedback)

places too great a load on the learner - thus reversing the delayed-post-test

advantage of each one individually.

Secondary outcomes of this study include support for the efficacy of non-

wordal instructional processes (i.e. without words, or "non-verbal"), and
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demonstrate a need for a graphic computer display which interprets spatially-

oriented responses, as a vehicle for teaching and learning concepts and

processes which can be modelled iconically.

One subjective conclusion on the part sf the research. assistant was that

the weak-feedback group took longer to respond. However, the learning data

do not indicate that they n.de more errors, or took longer to come to the

correct answer.

Another subjective conclusion on the part of the research assistant was

that the students learned how to learn, i.e. they became much more at ease

with and effective at the strategy of using the answer to one task to give

them clues as to.the answer to the next. Thus they learned to be more aware

of feedback and to be quicker to utilize it. Replications should explore

this possibility.

Discussion: This experiment indicates that immediate results do not necessarily

indicate the power of an instructional process, and suggests. that a given

instructional Rroblem may have an optimal solution, given parameters related

to mode, l.:;arning strategy,.and such. Its major significance, hawever, lies

in the attentioto variables which, while eminently practical, haVe not been

investigated experimentally to a degree commensurate with their importance.

The amount of variety given a student in his homework, for example, evidently

has some bearing on his understanding in terms of transfer and retention over

a period of time: the same goes for the type of feedback. Whether the

delayed effect found here is important in everyday school learning -where

material learned may be processed a number of times in the' course of subsequent

lessons, is not at all clear. Also, the effects of varying the number of tasks

at each stage are not clear. Thus, additional investigation is called for in



relation to two questions: (a) does the absolute number of tasks given have

a significant effect on learning, transfer, and retention; (b) do repetition

and feedback effects have significance in situations where the concepts and

processes are used immediately and regularly after the initial learning, as

in many aspects of mathematics?
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LEARNING DIFFICULTY IN MATHEMATICS RESEARCH

The purpose of the Learning Difficulty in Mathematics Research is

to teach an algebraic conct (that of vectors) to children at the elemen-

taiy school level. This concept will be for use on a computer so that the

child will be able to learn the concept without the assistance of an instruc-

tor. This will be beneficial in that 1) a child can work by himself and go

ahead at his own pace 2) children interested in this field or children who

have a better than average intelligence will not become bored because they

can advance in the field of mathematics farther than they normally woo)

able to, although the program is for almost everyone (explained later), these

students are the ones usually held back by the system, 3) working without

the teacher allows the child to work without the very common bias against

mathematics that appears in many elementary school teachers and can be

related to the children so that they too will have a dislike of mathematics.

The students being used in this research are from the Oyster River

Elementary School in Durham, New Hampshire. At this time, the three classes

of the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades that are considered Project Centered

Classes are being used. Eventually the other fourth, fifth, and sixth grades

at the Oyster River School will be utilized also. Four college students were

put through the first three groups plus group 99 to give practice to the

Research Assistant doing the experiments. All four ilollege students did well

in group 99 (all groups will be explained later) but could not do groups 1, 2,

or 3. Because only four college students were used nothing has essentially been

proven but it might be postulated that college students perhaps already have

too much knowledge to do these simple tasks. Because of their knowledge they

complicate the task and try to find "more in it than is there." It might be

interesting to later follow up this line of thought and to test the postulate.



Sixty-two students have been put through the first two parts of the

program (gone through group 7).

25 of the students are fourth graders

20 of the students are fifth graders

17 of the students are sixth graders.

All of the students understand the concepts given to them up to this

point and the findings on their results will be reported later. If the

students could not understand the concept, it was taugbt to thm by the

Research Assistant.

There were few extreme learning problems. Only those students who

wanted to participate in the program did. One fifth grade girl, who has

gone through group 7, still does not understand the concepts that were

taught. She considered it cheating to be told how to do the work and would

not cooperate even when the Research Assistant told her that other children

needed to have it explained to them also. It is questionable as to whether the

girl 'will continue with the program or not. A fifth grade boy broke down and

cried when he could not get the answers even though it was explained to him

that no one at that time was doing very well, that the program was not a

test and if he got answers wrong it was the fault of the program because it

ha 'Aot yet been perfected. He was also told that even college students had

done poorly in the program. The boy remained upset and continued to say that

it was "unfair." This boy did fine the second time that he was seen, but this

time his success rate in the program greatly improved also. Some students

giggled (nervous? or just having fun?), others took the program very seriously

and would stare and study the problems and answers diligently, and others were

very carefree about their work and would just as soon have the Research Assistant

tell them how to do the problems. One problem that occurred frequently had to

do more with the children's learning style than the program. To begin the



program the Research Assistant sits beside the student and turns the pages of

problems and answers, explains the use of the computer, and how the program

works. The students feel that the Research Assistant sits beside the student

and turns the pages of problems and answers, explains the use of the computer,

and how the program works. The students feel that the Research Assistant is

there to help them when they "get stuck" and the Research Assistant has to

constantly tell the student that she cannot tell them anything other than

their basic instruction: and that they must "figure out" how to do the

problems by looking at the answers and using that to do the next problem.

Students are accustomed to asking how to do something and getting an answer

from a teacher instead of figuring it out for themselves. This would appear

to be the explanation of the problem. Eventually when the Research Assistant

does not have to stay with the student all the time, the student will not

look to someone else as a crutch. The students can and will have to be

able to do the program without the help of an adult (except perhaps in the

basic explanation) or the program is not good. Because the student can

continue and do the problems by himself (after being reminded by the Research

Assistant that this is the way he must do the work) even at this point in the

program, it iE conceivable that he will have no problems later on doing the

program when a Research Assistant is not available.

Work at Morrill Hall: About 50 students were worked with for the first

time with the terminal in the Education Department in Morrill Hall. The

Researbh Assistant would pick up the children (with a University car) at the

s-hoof and return-them. (9:00 - 10:30 AM and 1:00 - 2:30 PM) This was

usually the time schedule that was kept. Monday, Wednesday and Friday

mornings and Monday and Friday afternoons were the usual days. The Research

Assistant averaged three students during each of these sessions. Permission

slips were brought home and signed by the parents of the children wishing to



participate in the program. The children who came to the University for the

program were treated to an ice cream cone after they finished the program as

a "reinforcer." Because only one student could participate in the program

at a time, the other two students were told they could roam the building,

write on the blackboards in vacant classrooms, but please do not bother

anyone or be exceptionally noisy. There were never any problems with any of

the students. They loved meeting ERIC (Educational Research Information

Center), the title given to the terminal. The idea of a terminal having a

name was refreshing to them. The use of the terminal was no problem to any

of the students. They have a basic description of the terminal, Why the phone

is hooked up to it (connecting the terminal with the main computer in Kingsbury

Hall), and what keys they will have to use. When the terminal says "READY?,"

the student has. to answer by pushing the "Y" that stands for YES. Several

of the students figured out that they could press the "N" (for NO) and the

terminal will ask again if the student is ready. Also many students figured

out that if they press another letter other than either "Y" or "N" the

terminal will tell them that they have made an error and must repeat that

line. Other students figured out that if they wrote anything else after

the "Y" or "N" the computer would still accept their answer and disregard

everything else so they enjoyed themselves by writing trivia and having it

come out on their papers. Most bf the students also realized that after

they pointed to an answer on their Problem that by the Research Assistants

pressingeitner 41, -i;2, or #3 was the reason that they were getting their

answers. They determined quite rapidly that #1 referred to the answer "RIGHT

ON!"; 42 referred to the answer "QUITE CLOSE" and #3 referred to the answer

"TOO FAR OUT". Those who did not figure this out were usually tld by others

who had deduced this information. All except perhaps two students were

excited about being able to keep the paper (with their answers on it) that



came out of the terminal. Even if many of their answers were "TOO FAR OUT",

this did not seem to make any difference. Working with the students at

Morrill Hall was very effective but very ?.ow in that transportation took

up ml-on time. Also the children were being taken away from their classrooms

for half a day (Which, of course, the students did not mind).

_Oyster River Elementary School: The program moved into the Oyster

River Elementary SchoolWhen a Portable Terminal was borrowed from

Academic Computing on campus. Three telephone--Jacks were installed in the

three classrooms to be used for the program. The telephone used is only

a University phone (red line) and remains in the office when not in use.

A University car is still used to transport the terminal from the Academic

Computing Office to the Oyster River School and approximately the same times

were kept as before. There was no problem in setting up the terminal in the

classrooms after the initial newness of the terminal wore off. In each

class, there is a specific area to be used for the terminal and after moving

a few desks and chairs it is set up quite easily. The students had to be

told several times that only one person at a time was to be in the terminal

area and if they had not done the program they could not watch the others do

it. It was much more efficient to administer the program to the children

right in their classrooms. The students were only taken away from their

studies for approximately 15 to 20 minutes. Tootsie Roll PODS were given

to each student after he worked on the program as the "reinforcer". There

were a few comments tout not getting ice cream cones but it was explained to

them that only the students who volunteered to go to the University received

them and that, of course, it was impossible for the Research Assistant to

bring ice cream cones to the school; therefore, the lollypops were being used.

This was accepted by the students. After several weeks of work at the Oyster

River SChool, the Academic Computing Cffice stated that the program would have



to get its own terminal because their terminal could not be utilized as much

by one user. For several days, she research continued with the use of a t.v.

terminal that was lent to Academic Computing and could be used by the Learning

Difficulties in Mathematics Research in the morning. This terminal is much

lighter than the portable terminal previously being used. It was hooked into

the schools's television and-worked very well. The students were excited about

the use of a different type of terminal but were disappointed that they would
.

not have paper (with their answers) to keep and that everyone could see if

they got their answers right or not. This terminal was used the week prior

to the student's weeks vacation (Feb. 21-25) and was not available after

their vacation.

The terminals used at present are the 360 terminal at the Education

Department, a protable terminal (portoCom), and a television terminal. At

this time in the research, it is not absolutely necessary to use a computer.

* By utilizing the computer the program 1) is getting the students used to using

a machine while they work 2) experimenting with the type of problems it will

be necessary for the computer to contend with, and 3) the comnuter is also

a great reinforcer for the children. The students love working with a machine

and are fascinated by the work it can do. They are constantly asking questions

like: ethere C.,:=Is the telephone go to? Can you call anywhere on the Phone? Can

the computer tell me how old I am? How does the computer always know the

correct time?, and How is ERIC feeling? They enjoy personifying the computer

terminal and actually treat it more like.a friend than a machine.
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EXPLANATION OF GROUPS

The program is made up of groups that are units of tasks

similar in nature.. For the most part each group contains ten tasks

although this is not a set number. The groups are developed as

the program progresses and the Students.become ready to

advance.. At the present time there are twenty groups and explanation

and discription of each will follow. It must be remembered that

the number of the group does not necessarily mean anytY.ng but is

used as a mame. or title for the group.-

Group 99: This group is a prerequisite for the program; in that

if a student cannot do any of the work in this.groupl,than he-is:

not perceptually capable-!of doing the rest of the program which does.

take. a certain amount of learning maturity to complete.,

Tasl:s1-3 have the following directions: Which two of

these lines has something in common:

(a) (b) (c)

answer: (b) and (c)

reason: equality of length

Tasks 4-6 have the same directions as the above tasks..

(a) (b) (c)

answer: (a) and (c)

reason: directions are the same.
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Tasks:7-9 have the following directions: Which

dot in the right hand box.. is in the same

relative position as tne dot in the left

hand box::

Groups 1 and 2: These two groups utilize the same tasks. The

task is to point to a place on the page that would construct a

vector: equal in length and direction as the vector already on the

page starting with the open dot (0) that is also already on the page.

Example=:

Problem:

0

Answer:

0
There is also a Group la and Group 2a... These groups consist of the

same task but have a strong feedback represented by dotted rectors..

Example:

Answer:
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Group 3: The tack of the group is to add two vectors already

on the page starting with the open dot and arrive at a correct

point equal to the sum of (and in the same direction as) the two

vectors already mentioned.

Example:

Problem: Aswer:

0 0
Group 3a: This group has the same tasks as group 3 but with strong

feedback

Example:

Problem: Answer:

o c5

Group 4: This group is:the same a s Group 3 except.it only contains

4 tasks.. This group was used to determine whether the students

retained the knowledge of the task of Group 3. after a short interium

of a few weeks..

Group 5 and Group 6:.Both of these groups utilize the same tasks.

The task is to add two vectors that are in the same direction starting

at the open dot and the answer is a point ecual to the length of

the two vectors and in the same direction.

Example:

Answer:



Group 5a and Group 6a: These groups have the same tasks as groups

5 and_6 except with strong feedback.

Example:

Problem: - Answer:

Group 7, Group 8, and Group 9: These thrz.e groups utilize the

same task. Shown as the problem are two vectors:of various lengths_

but going in opposite directions and an open dct to be used as.

a starting point.. The student must point to a place that is. found

by adding the 2 vectors and using the:::r direction.

Example:

Problem: Answer:

0 O

Group 7a, Group 8a, Group 9a: These three grou-os.haVe the same tasks:

as the above groups except a strong feedback is used..

Example:

Problem: Answer:
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Group 10: The task of this group is shown in the problem as

alabeled vector i;ith the open dot and closed dot representing a

vector of the same length and direction as the labeled vector. The

student must label this second vector the same as the first.

Example:

Problem:

0

Answer:

0

I I I NM Ial

Group 10a: This group has the same task as the above group only it

has strong feedback.

Example:

.Problem: Answer:

0

Group 11: The task for this group is for the student to determine

what label should be given for the distance depicted by the open and

closed dots shown in the problem. The student must state that the

two vectors shown on thepage are added to determine the answer.

Example:

`"0 Problem: Answerit
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Group 11a: This group consistEL,of strong feedback for the task shown

in Group 11.

EXample:

.4 problem:\II11

Answer--

-4 -9
-frs cr.

b
S
4 -a

+ 4

N-

Group 12: The task for this group is for the student to choose

among three vectors on the page and determine.which two, when added,

depict the distance shown by the open and closed dots.

Example:

Problem: Answer:

X + Z-

Cosr X )

Group 12a: This group consists of strong feedback for the task

shown in Group 12.

Example:

Problem:

0

Answer:

41

t -4

Co~
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Group 13: The task of this group is a multiple choice answer

shown by the problem of having three labeled vectors, an open dot and

a closed dot on the page. The task is to determine which two

vectors when" added together give the answer represented by the open

and closed dots. The student must choose two answers.

Example:

-LT

Problem:

4D

0,+b ro)11
0 4 C. (ribs no)-- CI es, no)

4. C. C re Si Ylit)

orm Cr es, no)
b (ye6, no)

Answer:

;Zig __. toz5,h6)

tb c.-1) (y *sows)
ma,
i.2.,4 )10 Cy es, no)

40* t. 72 (y es, ne)
t+g yes, "6)2) )
6 * o., (yes) n6)

Group 13a: This is actually part of Group ,,,13. The. last five tasks

in Group 13 have strong feedback.

Example:

0.

Problem:

O

0 4
(1e5,ito)

ViC). ( f 11C)
704 N. ytino
Vi 7

.4::*
(ifs fro
el es,0)

Answer:
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Group 14 and Group 15: These two groups utilize. the same

tasks. There is one labeled vector represented in the problem, an

open dot, and a closed dot. The student must determine how many

of the labeled vectors does it take-to make the distance represented

by the open and closed dots.

Example:

Problems: 410cf
0

CINI",

SO

AAswer:

Group 14a and Group 15a: These groups consists of the same tasks as

above but have strong feedback.

Example:

Problems:
411,

Answer:

."?

B

71°
C.+C+C c)%r "

It°
0 11-

0 .

Group 16 and Group 17: These two groups utilize the same tasks.

A labeled vector and an open and closed dot are shown on each page.

The student must name the new vector represented by the open and

closed dot.

Example:

Problem: Answer:
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Group 16a and Group 17a: These groups consist of the same task as

Group 16 and Group 17 but have strong feedback.

Example:

Problem:

71?;7

Answer:

Group 18 and Group 19: These two groups utiliz e the same task.

A labeled vector and an open and closed dot are shown on each page.

The student must determine the number of vectors needed to fill the

space represented by the open and closed dots. All of the spaces

are in a negative direction.

Example:

Problem:

CD

or

Answer:

4 .4 4

Group 18a and Group 19a: These groups consist of the same task as

Group 18 and Group 19 but have strong feedb:,:ck.

Example:

Problem: Answer:

O'r
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Group 20: This group's task utilizes a grid that is made by

using the oirection and distance of the two labeled vectors given

on the page. The student must label the space represented by the

open and closed dots.

Example:

Problem: Answer:

\ /\ CP

fl \;
,- \ / \ "\

V i
,

r \
x ,g \ \fc /1 \ , .

'

\

\ ,

\
tt

Cv\
1 e \

(

\
\ i

\
\

1\ \ /I \ \
\,3X i- i b.. \ ,, A

1 / \ /,,./ :. e \ \
t . \ i, ..

s
1/4

\ l
II, , \ ,

,e \ -' k / \
/ \ \\, f /

AN

s. N. s .k\ N

r fl \
-;

/
k

\ e
1 1 e

Group 20a: This group uses the above task but has strong feedback.%

Example:

, \
I\

Problem:
\ \ k

1 e

\ i \ et
1 i l

, 1/4

%

1

. .4 s

l .V.

,,....- 1

0
S

\\ /
,.. ,/ \

\
\ 7f

'I
'I \ ..,.'t

I
, ..-

. . \ /\
I tfi,

1
t

'1/4 g
1 ..i

. ..

\ \

, 1\ , .".A.

1/4



GROUPS ABBREVIATED

This page showsthe tasks (by example with strong feedback) of the groups.
If a group is not unuerstood clearly go back and look at the complte explanation
on pages 8 - 17.

GROUPS and 2:
Problem

GROUPS 3 and 4:
1/1 Problem:

Groups 5 and 6:
Problem:

TT

Groups 7, 8, and
Problem:

9:

Answer

,Ir

4)/
Answer:

6=,

Answer:

IA/ 1:111

Answer:

0 /,
Group 10:

Problem:

0
11M11..

Group 11:
Problem:

O

O

Answer :

Answer:

Groups 12:
IP Problem:

/IN Y74

e
O

11.11.111.1110

Lyswer:

9#1\T-i 1< 14 9
I ILE

6 ("y

4/Groups:13:
Priplem: Answer'`r

alb
dr

_6*Sr!)
t

4 _e5 Cles.iNtato')crz-- Ics,no

bt4.
ill:

0,4 - t$ 014St

"''..CYril 1$0)
Groups 14 and 15:

Problems: Answer:

1 7

C

arro.

Groups 16 ans
Problem:

toeGroups 18 and 19:
Problem:

0

*7
O

COr 11

0 Group 20:
Problem:

4

S

1
*S

yetogo
b4t, 'As

bta. )04 Cr!) tle.)
G*C0-.. yrt)

ate Cies))142)

4
c i ,) 9

Cte.. a c.

Answer:

4
? X

Answer:

i

x
4

t
-4

0N-

37+a
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EXPLANATION OF TERMINAL

** NOTE NEXT FEW PAGES TAKEN FROM THE CALL#360 COMPUTER TERaINAL
(numbers on this page correspond to numbers on next few pages)

(1) The terminal is signed on and once the User Number and

Password have been given, it is ready to start with the program.

(2) The Research Assistant UNLOCKS GROUP this is to be -sure that

the information will stay within the computer and can be run back

qt another time when needed.. (3) RUN DATCOL is the title of the

program and Run allows the program to be used.. (4) RA stands for

research assistant, STD, stands for student number, and GRP

stands for Group number. This is used for filing purposes, to ]deep

track of the work being done. (5) The students directions are given

next. These are the only directions the student is given except an

explanation of the terminal and what the program is which is given

prior to this.. (6) The terminal next prints the question READY ?..

(7) The student answers YES (Y is a sufficient answer). (8) The

terminal prints the question ANSER. '(9) Thet Research Assistant

answers by pressing 1, 2, or 3. depending on the students response

to the problem that is presented on paper by the ReseaBch Assistant.

(10) The terminal then prints RIGHT ONI, QUITE CLOSE, or TOO FXR OUT

depending on the prior response given by the Research A.:ssistan0

of either 1, 2, or 3. (11) When the group is finished the terminal.

prints the question FINISHED? (12) The student must then answer YES

or NO (again the first letter of either word is sufficient). .

(13) If the answer is NO to the above question the terminal prints

the information necessary to begin a new group. (14) When this

group is finished the terminal will again print the question FINISHED?
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(15) If the answer by the student is YES (16) the terminal will

print the Computer Time and wait for further instructions. (17) The

Research Assistant prints LOCK GRO7JP on the terminal, this insures

that the information put into the .computer will not be lost. (18) The

Research Assistant prints OFF on the terminal and (19) the terminal

will termjnate..

(20) This page shows a listing of all information that has

thus far been used by the program (under file TWO: only). This enables

the researchers to go back and review what has taken place.- There

will not be an explanation of this; as the findings are reported in

the pages that follow.



Sample Computer Response Sheet
From One Session With a Student

/(-)N AT 13:09 '4E0. FE9. 23 1972 Lii4E 5
CALL-_OS SYSTEN !_IT IL 06:00. i.):111 '\!OL; INYALID.

USE. R NUMER,PASSWriD--LXX1 32,
. READY

ur-,(LocK.
READY

.r.Ji\J DATCOL,

DATCOL )13:09 '4E.1..). .F.!23. 23 1972

.FILENANE:
?T'0

FILE=Tr40
RA,STO,GRP:

isfR EC = 21

EAC-H PICTURE IS A'PRW,ILE. PLEASE POP.IT In A PLACE
OM THE PAGE HHICH I M YOUR OPINION IS THE. CORRECT
ANSqER. THE CO:4PUTER ;JILL TELL YOU wHETHER YOU
RIGHT 0i,S THE CORRECT PLACE, CLOSE TO IT, OR TOO FAR OFF.

1 READY?
?Y.
AN53:4FR?

?3
TOO FAR) OUT

2 READY?
?Y,
ANS!JER?
?2

clUITE CLOSE

3 READ"?
?Y
ANSHE.R?
?1

RIGHT ON!

-READY?
?YES
ANSYER?
?1

GHT ON!

.5 READY?
, ?YES I AM 'READY

ANS',IER?

CLOSE



6 RFADY?
?Y
AtoS,.1ER?

TOO FAR 0:iT

7 RE40?
?Y
Ai\1S,-.TER?

?1
9, I G ilT Cv,1!

8 kJ-7,40Y?
?Y
Az...iSLrFR?

?1
RIGHT ON!

9 READY?
?Y
AN S ER?
?1

RIGHT ()NI!

FIisISH*-:;-)?

F I LE=7-10 EC= 22
RA;STD,GRP:
?1,1,3

20 READY?
?Y
ANSLIER?
?-1.

RIGHT ON!

21 RTAflY?
?Y

11.?
?2,

(.1) !TT TE CL (1)

22 L1EAOY?
?Y
ANSWER?
?3 .

TOO FAR 0,JT

23 . READY ?
?Y
4NIS:PER ?
?1 ,

RIGHT OM!



24 READY?
?Y
AmS'JF,R?

?3
TOO FAR r.JUT

25 READY?
?Y
ANS'JER?
?I

RI'33-IT ON!

26 READY?
?Y
AN'SWER?
?1

RIGHT OW

27 READY?
?Y
ANSWER?
?1

RIGHT ON!

28. READY?
7Y
ANSWER?
?1

RIGHT flNL

29 READY?

ANSWER?
?1

RUIIIT ON!

FINISHED?
?Y

/t. TII4E-10_SECS.

LnCK GROUP
READY

OFF .

OFF AT 13:15
?ROO. TINE...

/ I TERM. TINE.
10 SEC.
`... MIN.



(

7..1:\11... ?IC .P (IP

P.T.Tr4 LIST

LIST

P" I L :
?Tin

13:16 uF,D. 1777=s. 23 l',)72

7.T0

3 1 1 1 63 99 1 2 1 3 4 1 5 6 1 7 6 1 9 U) Ill 12
1 13 1/4 1. 16 1 17 1 f'3 2.15
3/4 2 1 63 :3 19 20 3 21 22 3 23 24 1 25 26 1 27 2j3 ,1

29 30 1 31 :32 I 33 34 1 33 36 1 :37 33 1

34 3 1 6:3 7 3Q 40 2 42 1 43 4/. 1 45 46 1 47 /
49 50 1 51 52 1 5:3 34 1 55 1 57 56 1

34 1 5 6 7. 1 2 1 3 4 1 5 6 1 7 77+ 1 9 10 1 11 12.
13 14 L 15 16 1 17 Id 1 19 20 1

31 3 1 64 99 1 2 1 .3 4 2 5 6 1 7 3 1 9' 1,U 1 11 12
1 13 14 1 15 16 1 17 13 1

:34 6 1 6/4 3 19 20 3 1 22 3 '23 24 2 25 26 1 27 26 1

29 30 1 31 33 34 1 35 3,6 1 37 33 1

:34 7 1 64 7 3.9 40 1 41 42 I 43 44
49 50 1 51 52j 1 53 54 1 55 56 1 -:.)7 5:.-3 1

16 3 1 27 Li 1 2 1 3 /1 1 5 6 I 7 3 1

34 9 1 27 7 9 10 1 11 12 1 13 14 1 16 17 1 1.'-; i

20 21 1 22 2 3 1 24 25 1 16 17 I 29 1

16 10 1 57 4 1 2 1 3 4 1 3 6 1 7 3 1

34 11 1 57 7 9 13 3 11 12 2 13 I 1 15 16 1 17
19 20 1 21 22 1 23 24 1 25 .2:5 i 29 30 1

34 12 '1 65 3 1 2 3 3 4 3 5 3 '7 3 9 13 1 I I 1

1 13 14 1 15 16 1 17 13 1 19 20 1

34 13 1 65 '7 21 22 1 23 24 1 25 25 1 27 25 1 29 30 I

31 32 1 33' 34 1 35 36 I 37 I :39 /40 1

16 14 1 42 4 1 2 3 3 4 1 5 6 1 7 3 1

34 15 1 42 7 9 10 1 11 12 1 13 14 1 1.5 16 1 17 1 1

19 20 1 21 22 1 23 24 1 25 là I 27 23 I

16' 16 1 sc 1 2 I 3 !=k 1 s 6 I 7 3 1

34 17 1 59 7 -,) 13 1. 11 12 1 13 14 I lb 10 1 17
19 .,?,r) 1 21 1 23 1.i I S 24 1 :7 Ii 1

34 13 1 65 13 1 2.3 :3 4 1 !'s 5 1 :3 9 1 10 11 1 1 4 1

1 14 15 2 16 1 .1 1 ".:4 2-

31 19 1 1 99 1 2 3 3 4 2 5 6 1 7 6 2 9 10 1 11 1

3 13 1/4 1 15 .16 1 17 1

34 20 1 1 1 19 20 1 21 22 2 23 24 2 25 26 1 27
29 33 1 31 32 '2 33 :34 1 35 36 1, 37 :33 1

31 21 1 1 99 1 2 .3 3 4 2 5 5 1 73 1 9 10 2 1 1 12
3 13 14 1 15 16 1 17 13 1

34 22 1 1 3 19 20 1 21 22 2- 23 2/4 3 25 2.6 1 27 3

29 30 1- ;31 32 1 33 34 1 35 35 1 37 . 33 .1
T1j..ti,: 2 SECS .

r-

Lnc}( 010up
P.1::ADY

Ct -Jr\

OFF
OFT' AT 13 :2 I

T

-^^

,

.^

1
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EXPLANATION AND RESULTS OF,WRITTEN TEST I

This test is divided into three parts with four problems in

each part. The first problem in each part have a simialr task as well
_

as the second problem, third and fourth. The Research Assistant went

into the classroom and handed out a paper with the first four problems

on it with the explanation .."This is something new try to give an answer

to each problem, but if you cannot do the probleds do not worry about .

it. I will write the answers to the problems on the board when.you' have

passed in this_first set tome. You may be able to learn how to do the
.

problems by looking at the answer. Just do the best that you can."

After the papers were returned to the Research Assistant and the

answers written_on the board, the Research Assistant passed out the.

second'set of problems. The- same procedure was repeated as was done

for the last set of problems. The Research Assistant did this test in

three of the classrooms. The students were noisy but the Research

Assistant had no'great problems in administering the test except that

.many of the students did not appear to really care how they asnwered

the problems.

The,results are graphed on the following pages.
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Suggestions

Before continuing the research, the Research Assistant would like to make

the following suggestions of changes that might be made.

1) Group 13 is a multiple choice ty73e of problem. The students did not

understand the multiple choice portion of the problem and actually did not

use it in giving their answers. It is suggested that this group have an

answer similar to the others.

2) Blanks have been placed on problem pages supposedly to show the students

that aXn answer is reauired of them at this spot. The students do not know

what the blank is for and have often tried to use it for another vector. It is

suggested that this blank be omitted.

3) The arrow over the letters, that designate the name of a vector confuses

the students. It is not needed and therefore should be omitted leaving only

the letter to name the vector. The students tried to use this little arrow as 4

another vector. The students were confused by it and the Research assistant

had to explain to them its purpose.

4) All letters that are on the page should be typed. Also the-answers that

the students tell the Research Assistant could be typed on the terminal so

that the students can compare their answers with those of the computer's.
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CHAN:ES

The fol1.14: ani.-.es have _.2,71: !..,:ram. The reasons
for some of the 'hanrs are e::-1.1a.!ne :.2-1 the pae entlYiec: Suggestions.

1) Grata, is no lonq.er

2) There are rr) blan'r.s on ie ufcblem pafle desiFna tie answer.

3) All letters on the ..)rblems and the answer sheets have been typed

for easier reading by the students.

4) A. different set of instructions are given to the students for Groups 10

through 23 that Groups I through 9. Because the tasks are different there is

. a need for this separate set o.' instructions. The set of instructions for

Groups 1 through 9 are the f:Jilowing(SET A):

EACH PICTURE IS A IT,OBLEM.. PLEASE POINT TO A PLACE ON THE PAGE WHICH IN YOUR

OPINION IS THE CORRECT ANSWER. Ti E COMPUTER WILL TELL YOU WHETHER YOU WERE

RIGHT ON THE CORRECT ANSWER, CLOSE TO IT, OR TOO FAR OUT. REMEMBER A CORRECT ANSI

FOLLOWS EACH PROBLEM.

The set of instructions for Groups 10 through 23 are the following (SET B):

AFTER TYPING "YES" TO THE QUESTION READY? MADE BY THE COMPUTE, TYPE THE ANSWER-2'.

THAT BEST DESCRIBES THE PROBLEM. THE COMPUTER WILL TELL YOU WHETHER YOU WERE RIGHT

ON, QUITE CLOSE, OR TOO FAR OUT. THE COMPUTER WILL THEN PRINT THE CORRECT ANSWER.

(ENTER ALL POSSIBLE ANSWERS).

At this time the Research Assistant still answers by pressing (right On),

#2 (Quite Close), or #3(Too Far Out), For Groups 10 through 23 the Research

Assistant will. also type in the correct answer After the computer prints

Quite Close or Too Rar Out. In these groups, the student must type in the

1

answer after he types YES to the computer's question READY? as stated in the

directions. No answer sheet is given for these groups unless strong feedback is

utilized.

5) Changes have been made in Group 99 to utilize both sets of inttructions

and to show the student how tc use the typewriter portion of the terminal.



FOR PROBLEN.:: 1. Z,
E

PLEASE 1(.7.T. CORRECT ANSWER.

FOR ALL 7.12. -.LYPE TH: YOi T.; AF7Ea THE COMPUTER

ASKS: READY ANL YOU HAVE :YPED:

The students will have to lie shown h(lw to erase (use of arrow) and when

to type their !)r,swers. Also the choice of 1ine. (tas?..$) " 9) are done by

using the letters A, and C as names of e lines; esample:

oefore: (0 (b)

(c)/

Now:

V 13/

This is similar to later proolems when the student must name the vectors.

6) The program has be-en-Ohanged SD that before each group the computer will e'

if the student wants instructions. This is in place c.r the computer giving

instrttions before each group. The purpose of this :s to save time.

7) Groups 24, 25, and 26 have been added to the program. They utilize SET B

of the instructions where the student has to pint to the correct answer.

The task is for the student to use an algebraic statement and arrive at a point.

A sample of the task is the following:

Problem: Answer: (with strong feedback)

'4 t 1 y

-
ic, 7r1

- y
_H y a_y

24 C)

8) It was decided to not use all of the groups when starting a new set

of students but only those that appeared necessary by the fingings given. On

the following pace is a list of the groups to be used with the new se of

students.



Groups Abbreviated

The following groups will be used by the second set of students to
try out this program. The number of groups used is fewer than prf,vicusly
used because some of the-groups were found to be unnecessary. Group 99
(the prerequisite for the program) will also be given.

GROUP 3a or 4a Group 21a or 22a
Problem: Answer:

c.

GROUP 8a or 9a
Problem:

A

Group 13a
Problem:

Answer:

;71

Answer:

Group 18a or 19a
Problem: Answer:

-X

x

Answer:

, . \\

Group 25a or 26a
Problem: Answer:

A



Title: Learning Difficulty, Transfer and Retention in Concept Formation
Tasks in Mathematics

Grant No: OEG-l-71-0018 (509)

INTERIM REPORT

General Findin;

(a) The sequence of tasks works with fourth, fifth and sixth graders when

used with a research assistant (who stimulates a grnphic terminal and

a computer terminal).

(b) It is feasible to carry on such research in a modern, project-centered

classroom without disturbing ongoing activities.

(c) Increasing automatization of the process, moving toward the complete

automatization visualized in the original proposal, does not reveal

any significant problems in this area.

(d) There seem to be graphic terminals which will handle the complete

automatization when funds become available for this.

(e) One general instructional effect of the wordless seauence, stressing

as it does the use of feedback as guidance, is to bring the learners

i.r) rely on feedback to direct their next responses, and to expect to

receive feedback concerning each response; this is noticed by the

research assistant during the course of working with the students (in

the role of graphic display, of course), but it is possible in the

future to test this hypothesis by pre-exposure of an experimental

group to different tasks relying on feedback, and then comparing

their performance on the initial task of this sequence with that of

learners who have not had comparable previous experience. (There are

other ways to test it as well.)
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(f) We are finding that what seems to be a logical sequence of tasks in-

volving steps or transfers of equal difficulty turns out in practice

to be highly irregular in this regard; i.e., our ability to predict

what will be a difficult step and what will not is very poor. Thus

we are approximating an optimal sequence of tasks, i.e., a sequence

which is the shortest one possible which will maintain a high success

rate, through empirical data, taking out steps where there seems to

be no difficulty and at the same time noting where information was

left out which was needed but overlooked by the-programers. Through

this experience I expect to be able to draft a preliminary calculus

of instructional variables and test its generality by applying it to

another sequence; namely, a seauence in adding-subtracting and Multi-

plying-dividing for younger children.

Particular Findings:

(a) Number of repetitions (amount of variagion) has no effect on learning

according to the data gathered from the various tasks of the program

itself, in terms of trials-to-criterion.

(b) Strength of feedback is crucial in an early, foundation-concept type

task (adding of two factors in two-space), but has no effect in subse-

quent tasks.

NOTE: Both (a) and (b) may indicate that the sequence is not optimal, i.e.,

the "step-size" has been too small to bring out any differences except in

the one initial task where strength of feedback was necessary--i.e., learn-

ers did not "get it" without strong feedback. This can also be looked upon,

incidentally, as the establishment of a mediator, i.e., drawing the dotted

arrow in the answer gives them a mental process whereby to find the final

position from the initial position.
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(c) Data from each stage indicate that a one-trial learning process was

taking place, i.e., when the learner "got it," he continued to respond

accurately, rather than varying between right and wrong answers. Fur-

thermore, most learners "got it" on the first or second task in most

cases, occasionally needing the feedback from the first, seldom that

from the second. This also can be interpreted as supporting and insight-

based theory of learning (similar to one-trial, and compatible with

mathematical stimulus sampling theories except that we have no normal

distribution of trials-to-insight).

NOTE: There is no indication, therefore, from the learning data that hav-

ing the learners do ten tasks at each stage was effective. However, since

it was necessary to do this in order to give one group five repetitions of

two different Lasks and the other group two repetitions of five different

tasks at each stage, we followed through with this in the first phase. (The

second phase, in progress now, has been limited to five tasks, where either

five different tasks are given, or two tasks with one repeated twice and

the other repeated three times; the same variables are being used, to try

to replicate findings from the first linade.)

(d) Data from an immediate post-test indicate no differences among the vari-

ous groups or interactions; this post-test was given individually, in

the same mode as the learning tasks, with feedback after each task.

However, instead of each task being repeated several times, the test

gave four different types of task one after the other, then went

through those four again, and then once more.



(e) A delayed post-test similar to that in (d) was administered to the

Class as a group, in school, rather than individually. This caused

some negative feelings from the group, but most of them cooperated.

(These classes do not use group work very often.)

Nean No. of

Students

Getting the

3 problems

Coifect

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

STUDENTS CORRECTLY DOING TASK AS RELATED TO

LEARNDTG TREATII-EqT

2 tasks repeated 5 tasks repeated

5 times each 2 times each

TREATI.LENT

Strong feedback
OP Weak feedback

Strong feedback
0 Weak feedback
.)< Strong feedback
el: Weak feedback

trial 3
trial. 3
trial
trial 1
average of three trials
average_of three trials



This delayed post-test indicated a difference between strong and weak

feedback groups when there were two tasks repeated five times each,

but no difference' when there were five tasks repeated two times each.

Thus it seems that the weak-feedback situation compared with the strong

in a manner similar to the comparison of guided discovery to guidance

alone, but that this only happened when the stimulus variation was

sufficiently low, i.e., when the variation was not so high as to make

discovery too difficult. This hypothesis could explain the lack of

observable differences between treatments during learning, where the

support given by the programed sequence was so great that it covered

up the fact that the weak feedback group had developed its own media-__
tors. This was brought,out when the "artificial" mediators extinguished

or were less accessible (being newer responses) after a time.

General Conclusions:

It seems worthwhile to continue to investigate the present variables

for the time being; the most recent results indicate some significant

outcomes are possible, and we need to replicate the original experiment

with larger numbers. At the same time we are investigating graphic termin-

als and hope to find some combination which will enable us to completely

automate the process without additional funds. However, it seems likely

that we will need to apply for more extensive funding to go into that kind

of context.

What may emerge from this is some initial notion of the opmimal amount

of repeiltion of variation of examples of -a given type of task, interact-

ing with guidance (strength of feedback), or variation of examples of a
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type of task, in respect to (a) learning speed, (b) retention, and (c)

transfer. The learning speed is measured by trials to criterion at a

given stage; the transfer is measured partly by learning on subsequent

stages and partly by a delayed test which utilizes the learned process

as a mediator; and the retention is measured by comparing immediate and

delayed test results.

At the same time we are dealing with these variables, we are also

dealing with two other very important ones; namely, optimal step-size

or length of sequence or difficulty, and the matter of absolute number

of tasks done at each stage, regardless of reaching criterion, i.e.,

"drill" or "over-learning." In the latter the question is whether it is

important to continue to do tasks of a given type after reaching criterion--

whether the repetition adds something. The fact that we have some differ-

ences among our treatments indicates that there is a potentially signifi-

cant effect of drill beyond "understanding," but we need to go into this

extensively before we can say -nything about it in a reliable fashion.



NEW SET OF .STUDENTS



RESULTS FOR SECOND SET OF STUDDNTS

Strong Feedback - Repetition of 2 (5 times)

Groups Administered: 99,.3a, 9a, 13ad, 18a, 21a, 25a
Students Participating in Series: 10
Outcome: A11 students understood the tasks

Strong Feedback - Repetition of 5 (2 times)

Groups Administered: 99, 4a, 8a, 13ac, 19a, 22a, 26a
Students Participating in Series: 10
Outcome: A11 students understood the tasks

Weak Feedback - Repetition of 2 (5times)

Groups Administered: 99, 3a, 9,13d, 18, 21, 25
Students Participating in Series: 10
Outcome: All students understood the tasks

Weak Feddback - Repetition of 5 ;2 times)

Groups Administered: 99,.4a, 8, 13c, 19, 22,
Students Participating in Series: 11

Outc;ome: A11 students underStood the tasks



RESULTS MCPLAINED

This second set of students also came from the Oyster River

Elementary School in Durham, N.H. They are fourth, fifth, and sixth

graders who are in the traditional'school setting. Permission slips ,

were sent home for the parents to sign and those students who volunteered

for the program were taken to Morrill Hall in the Education Departmdnt

of the University of N.H. Each student had to go through a series

consisting of seven groups; therefore, the ReSearch Assistant could

not put more than one student in the morning and one in the afternoon

through the program. This resulted in the number of students in this

portion of our research to be lower than would have-teen preferred.

For a short period of time the Research Assistant was using two terminals

set up ill the terminal room in. Morrell Hall. This worked out very well

and although it made a lot of work for the Research Assistant (because

of the way the program is written at this time - the Research Assistant

has, to say whether each problem is correct or not.) the ability to do

two students at a-tithe was a great time saver. This would have been

continued except that the TV terminal broke down and had to be sent

away to be.repaired.

The students were divided into four groups as shown on the previous

page of the results. All students succeeded in understanding the tasks;

therefore, showing no major differences in performance. The Research

Assistant timed the students While they did the program and the average

for 4.:IL two groups who used strong feedback was 56.3 minutes and the

aaerage for the, two groups using the weak feedback was 824, minutes.

. This is a significant difference. The Research Assistant. suggests using

only strong feedback becau o "OfTthis'time difference. The students often



get tired especially after a seven group series.and the shorter it is for

them the more willing they would be to complete or at least d.3 more

of the program. This will probably become more evident as the program

becomes longer.

The students appeare to need all of the groups used; therefore,

this same series will be used for the next set of students. Only a

few of the students went through all 10 tasks in eachgroup this does not

appear to be necessary. Once the student has "figured out" how to do a

group he is anxious to see what is next. This also allows for a shorter

time eor working.

There was one student in this set wbo could not understand the

tasks in group 99 and therefore did_not finish the program.. When

her teacher was questioned, it was found that this student has perceptual

problems and is being counciled. at school for them.



WRITTEN TEST IV

The same test that was administered to -,:he old set of students was

given to this nes set. The test was fiven in both a group setting and

individually. The results of,both tests are graphed on the following pages/

The.students still did better on the individual testing that the group

nest.

NOTE: There were 10 students,all from one class that the Research Assistant

was ,enable to group test because of lack of time. There still should

be enough data to see results,
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THIRD SET .OF. STUDENTS

This set of students comes from the Hilltop Elementory Scho,-)1

(Gummer School) in Somersworth, N.H. The students will be entering

the fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh grades in the fall.

A DigiLog Telecomputer Terminal (TV Terminal) has been rented and

is set up at the Hilltop School. It was necessary to have a Centrix

telephone line installed for the purpose of contacting the computer

at UNH.- The school's television is being used. The Research Assistan', was

given a room to use for the project. The room is spaceous and comfortable

and all of the materials will be left *light at the school until the

research is completed.

The students will be put through one of the following series:.

GROUPS: 9913a,8,13c,18,21,25
99,3a,8a,13La.,188,21a,25a
99,4a,9,13d,19,22,2:5
,99,4a,9a,13ad,19a,22a,26a

The following diagram will be an explanation of the procedure to be followed

during this set of s;_udents:

1-1

(use previously)

5 tasks 2 correct tatks
in a row\

5....difrerent. eyaITTOP9

(used p eviously)

5 tasks 2 correct tasks

in a row

Strong Weak Feedback Strong Weak
Feedback Feedback Feedback

Since a time difference WA4S noticed in the last set of data, this will also be

closely watchtd. The students will be given both group and individual

tests E. was administered previously.

It is possible for the Research Assistant to take two students per

day. The summer school's hours are from 9:00 - 11:30 AM Tuesday through

Friday. The students wil2. continue to receive a reward (lollypop)4;... "Onev. wov3t,
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Results of Third Set of Students

These students were very anxious3to participate in the program

and did not appear to need to be given a reward (the loll pop) for

doing the work. They did not mind not receiving the paper from the

terminal as previous students did because they never really knew

it existed. The students just enjoyed coming into work on the terminal

because it was something new and different.

All of the students were successful in completeiA the program

and although these students were slower on the average than previous

students they did eery similar work.

One student got two correct on Group 13c as was expected of him

but the research assistant believes he memorized the examples and

did not really understand the group although this did not ap.7ear to

impede his completion of the program.**(see attached sheet on Paul)

A difference in the average amount of time for the different

sets of groups was apparent with this set of students as: as apparent

with the previous set.

Strong Feedback - Repetition of 2 - 58.4 minutes

Weak Feedback - Repetition of 2 - 8,1.4 minutes

Strong Feedback - Repetition of 5 - 72.9 minutes

Weak Feedback - Eepetition of 5 - 75 minutes

Altholigh the difference is not as clear as in the previous group of

students, it still took a longer period'of time for the weak

feedback as compared to the strong feedback todcomplete the program.

There were no problems with the students in regards to their

behavior working with the research assistant either at the terminal

or during testing.
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REPORT ON COMPUTER PROGRAMING PROCEDURES

The first of a series of changes were made to the program "Datcol."

After a few minor changes in instructions a copy of "Datcol" was made; called

"D Copy". ThiS was done so that if a programing error was made, the original

could still be used until the error was located.

Changes were then continued. Changes were aimed-at making the program

run more rapidly for the user. Changes such as the.advisor and student

numbers only beingasked once and instructions being given only when requested

and an automatic fill-in of answers to finish a group when an advisor thought

it wise to do so. The written text was adjusted to fit. on a 32 character-

wide TV screen.

A need for two identical programs occurred because it was decided to run

more than one student at a time. The complications this causes requires some

explanation:

Whenever a.program is used, it is really a copy of one which is kept in

"save storage" in the comnuter. Therefore hundreds of people could use the

same program because each of those would be a copy Of the one in "save storage .1

Unfortunately the IBg computer does not do the same for data files and it

will allow a data file to be used by one program copy at a time.

The problem was, that "D Copy" and "Datcol" used 3 data files (the same

3, since one,was a form of the other). One file kept the results, while

another kept group and task numbers, and the third was used as a dump file

(i.e. a file must be used to restore information to a file that is to be

written on. This is because the writing process erases all previous stored

information).

I wrote a program to copy information from one file to a new one but

-an error on my part caused the file that held the group and task numbers to

be damaged. I decided to re-make the program at this point so that this file



wasn't needed. And since I was going to nek, this change I also decided to

change the program language from FORTRAN to BASIC.

The advantages from this decision are many, the major ones include;

1). BASIC allows free format of characters when answering a auestion.

2). Two files were used instead of 3 (less cost of storage and a faster
running program).

3). BASIC is a faster running system than FORTRAN; the computer time
used by "Datcol" and "D Copy" were running from 13 to 19 seconds
per student while the `new programs,-called "A," "3", and "C"
would run from 1 to 3 second per student. A savings of about
$1.50 per student.



VECTOR-REPETITION PROJECT

The following programs are used in the project in interaction with

the student.

Program name matching "dumpfile"
A ALPHA
B BETA
C GAMMA

matching "record file"

15
71-46

(that is: that a student using program "A" will automatically use Alpha as

the "dump file" and his results will be recorded on file "44").

The other four programs are run by a tape which controls the reporting

of data from files #4, #5, and 46. The tape runs on the TAPE ALL CO! AND

whiCh allows all functions and answers to questions, to be placed on the

tape before hand. The tape runs without supervision except for one place

where it rings the return bell to call for the tape punch to be turned off.

The last command on the tape signs off the computer. The list of commands_

on the tape follows.

TAPE ALL ( instructs computer to run tape control
.

RUN MAREDATA ( pro tram to form data statements, punched on tape
#4 < file used

#5 .- 3 same
RUN

RUN
.11

RUN BELL
RUN READFILE

4

RUN
#5
RUN
46
PUR 44
PUR P5
PUP, 46

PUR ALPHA
PUR BETA
PUR GAMMA
FILE 44,100
FILE 0,100
FILE 46,100
FILE ALPHA, 100
FILE BETA, 100
FILE GAM., 100
RUN STARTFIL

3 same

1 minute ring of bell signal. end of taping.
makes chart of data

file used

same

same

files are purged

files are reformed, the number 100 menas that
they can be used to store up to 100 fil$i units.

1 file unit = 800 numbers

program to set record file for future use



#4
-123
RUN
#5
-123
RUN
#6
-123

same

OFF sign off of computer system

file name
end of file number needed by program usage

same

The exact function of the other four programs are:

MAREDATAg reads a data file and prints numbers in theform of data
statements. with line numbers. The tape punch makes paper tapes of
the data lines. The format is such that the tape can be entered in-

'--to the computer at anytime; various columns can be selectively read
for staticial analysis. Each data line has eight numbers that cor-
respond to ilieadfile."

READFILE: reads a data file and prints it out in chart form. The
chart has eight columns. They are from left to right: Advisor num-
ber, student number, Group number, Task. number, Score, Record (the
number of groups to be entered on that file), R1 and R2 (these are
counters. that have no use assigned to them). The data has the same
pattern of information as "Datcol" had.

STARTFIL: initializes each record keeping file with the number -123.
The number is used by program A, B, and C, to note the end of the files
records.

Bell: rings the return bell. 600 times as a signal' to.turn off the tape
punch. (1 minute at 10 ringsler. second).

A change made the v,ilek of June 2nd, makes the program reset and store

data after each group i. done, this way if the computer shuts down the most

that is lost is one group. The cost is about one second of computer time more

per student.



WIDTH 196
READY

LOAS A
READY

LIST

A 10:46 TUESDAY, MAY 30,-1972

1 REM FILES ARE RUr4 1'1-ROUGH A PROGRAM CALLED: STARTFIL
1 REM TO SET THE FIRST DATA ENTRY AT 123
2 REM THIS IS DONE TO THE FILE ONLY BEFORE IT IS RUN FOR THE 1ST TINE
3 REM TO CHANGE A TASK: THE FIRST DATA LIFE IS GROUP 99, ALL FOLLITITG
4 REM ARE THE GROUPS ONE PER LINE, & COUNTIOG IN ORDER: GROUP 1 TO LAST

5 REM GROUP. EACH PROGRAM MUST HAVE A DIFFERENT 'DUMP FILE' AND ;THE,
6 REM MORE Tli'iN (DUE PROGRAM IS USED. AT A TIME DIFFERENT FILES :LUST HE
7 REM ENTERED WHEN THE QUEiSTION LS ASKED: FILE NAME?
8 REM FILES ARE READ BY THE PROGRAM: READFILE
10 DIM AS(3)
11 DIM U(400)
12 DIM y(400)
13 DIM W(400)
14 DIM X(400)
15. DIM-Y(400)
16 DIM Z(400)
17 DIM 5(400)
18 DIM #(400)
19 DIN T(27di0)
20 FOR 0=1 TO 3
30 READ AS)
40 NEXT @
50 DATA '"RIrHT ON","OUITE CLOSE","TOO FAR OUT"
60 PRIMT"ESII'APE CODE IS AMST,IER: 4567"
66 03=0
70 .PRIMT
SO PRINT
90 PRINT"FT.LE NAME";
92 INPUT FS
98 MAT READ T
99 DATA 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,0
101 DATA 10,11,10,11,10,11,10,11,10,11
102 DATA 10,11,12,13,14,10,11,12,13,14
103 DATA 20,21,20,21,20,21,20,21,20,21
104 DATA 20,21,22,23,24,20,21,22,23,24
105 DATA 130,31,30,31.,30031,30,31,30,31
106 DATA 30,31,32,33,.34-,30,31,32,33,34
107 DATA 40,41,42,44-4,45,46,47,48,49
108 DATA 40,41,40,41,40,41,40,44,40,41
109 DATA 40,41,42,43,44,40,41,42,43,44
110 DATA 0,51,52,53,54,55,56,57,58,59.
111 DAT=160,61,62,63,64,65.766.,67,68;69
112 DATA 70,71,72,73,74,75,76.,77,7,79
11.3 DATA 80,81,82,63,84,85,0,87,88,69
1111 DATA 90,92).90,92,90,92,90,92,90,92



117 DATA 100,101d102,103,104/100,101,102,103,104
118 DATA 110,112,110,112,110,112/11G,112,110,112
119 DATA 110, 111, 112,113,114,11(,111,112,113,114
120 DATA 120,121,122,123,121t.26,127/125/129
121 DATA 120.-122.0120,122,120.,122,120,122/120,122
122 DATA 120,121,120,123,1-24,120,121/122,123/124

T 123 DATA 130,131,132,,133,134,135/136,137,138/139
124 DATA 140,141,142,143,144,1215,146,17,14,149
125 DATA 1400141.,140/-141/140/111/140-9141/140,141
126 wiTA 140,141,142,143,144,140,141,142,143/.144
128 OPEN 1.,F.S/INPUT
129 OPEN 2,'ALPHA',OUTPUT
130 FOR 9=1 TO 2000
140 GET 1:HI,H2,H30H4,H5,H6,H7,H8
141 REM A=ADVISOR,S1=STUDENT,G=CROUP,T=TASK,S=SCORE/01=RECORD IN THE
142 REM FILE BEING USED/01 o2 ARE COUNTERS OF LITTLE VALUE,Q3=THE
143 REM COUNTER OF TASKS FOR THE STORAGE OF RESULTS.
145 IF HI=-123 THEN 180
147 A=HI
148-51,=H2
149 G=H3
150 T=H4
151 S=H5
152 N1=H6
153 0I=H7
154 02=H8
160 PUT 2:A/SI,G,T,S,N1,Q1,02
165 N3 =@
170 NEXT C:).

180 CLOSE 1,2
181 411=N14.1
18z4 IF SS='N0',GOTO 220
187 02=0
190 PRIMT
200 PRINT"ADVISORF:i (COMMA) STUDET#";
210 INPUT A,S1
220 PRINT
230 PRINT"FILE";FS;" RECORD";N1
240 PRINT
250 PRINT "WHAT GROUP WOULD YOU L/1-c.E";
260 IN 'UT G
270. PRINT
280 IF G=99 GOTO 1208
290 IF G<=0 GOTO 250
300 IF G>=21 GOTO 250
1208 PRINT
1209 C-)1=0
1210 PRINT"DO YOU WANT INSTRUCTIONS";
1220 Ir.IPUT SS
1230 PRINT
1240-IF SS='NO'GOTO 3000
1250 IF SS<>'YES'.GOTO 1210
1260 GOTO 1500,1500/1500 ON G-23
1270 IF G=99 GOTO 2400
1280 IF G>=10 GOTO 2100
1.500 PRINT
1510 PRINT" EACH PICTURE IS A PROBLEM:"
1520 PRINT"PLEASE POINT TO A PLACE ON. THE"
1530 PRINT"PAGE WHICH IN YOUR OPINION IS"
.1540 PRINT"THE CORRECT ANSWER, THE COMPUTER"
1550 PRINTt":41LL TELL YOU WHETHER YOU WERE:"
1560 PRINT"RIGHT ON THE CORRECT ANSWER,"
.1570 PRINT"CLOSE TO IT/ OR"
1580 PRINT"TOO FAR OUT"
1590 PRIDT



tntu
1620 GOTO 3 000
2100 12;1',IT_
2110 PR.INT"TH:-7. C Ot,::-3UTER WILL ASK' I F. YOU ARE"
2120 P R T "P.EADY AFT E i:17/S : YES"
2.130 PP.Iin,IT"TYPE THE CnRP,ECT A:1S.7.:ER THAT"
21.40 PR INT"BEST DESCRIBES THE PROBLEM. ="
2150 PRINT"C OM? UTER 1,JILL TELL YOU WHETHER"
2160 ?RI1iT"YOU WERE R I G HT ON"
2170 PRIlsiT"U IT E- CLOSE, OR"
2180 PR INT"T 00 FAR OUT."
2190 REM( THE C 01.2'UTER WILL THEN TYPE THE CORRECT ANSWER)
2200 REN
2210 REM
2220 PRINT" >ENTER ALL POSSIBLE TJAYS<-7"
2230 PRINT
22/40 GOTO 3000
2400 PRINT
2410 PRINT" FOR PROBLEMS 1, 2, 3 ."
2420 PRINT"PLEASE POINT TO L'HAT YOU THINK"
2430 PRINT" LS THE CORRECT A is15.P.7ER FOR"
2440 PRINT"ALL THE REST, JUST TYPE THE"
2450 P7-1 INT"ANS74ER YOU THINK IS BEST"
2460 PR INT"AFTER THE CONPUT r...M ASKS: READY"
2470 PRINT"A1`1.0 YOU HAVE TYPED: YES"
2480 PRINT
3000 REM END OF INSTRUCTIONS QUESTIONS FOLLOW
3050 N=10
3100 FOR 1 = 1 TO N
3140 11=0
3280 G2 =1
3290 GOSUB 5000 0
3300 PRINT TPIREAD':;\
3302 01=01+1
3304 INPUT SS
3305 IF SS<>'YES' ,GOTO 3300
3306 GOTO 3315,3315,3315 ON 8-23
3308 IF 8<10 GOT0 3315
3310 IF T<4 GOTO 3315
331.2 PR INT"7.11 HAT DO YOU THINK THE ANSWER IS"
3314 INPUT OS
3315 PR INT
3340 _REM
3350 PRINT"ANSWER";
3360 INPUT S
3365 02=02+1
3370 IF S=4567 GOTO 3 340
3390 GOTO 37003440,3440 ON S
3400 GOTO 3 350
3440 IF 8<10 GOTO 3700
3450 GOT 0 3700, 3700,3 700 ON 8-23
3460 IF T<=3 GOTO 3 700
3470 PRINT
3480 PRINT AS CS )
3490 PRINT
3500 PRINT "T.-711AT A NS W ERS ARE RIGHT ON"
3510 INPUT OS
3519 11=1
3530 GOTO 3 700
3535 REM END 07-0-UEST IONS AUTO. FILL I N FOLLOWS
3540 PRINT
3550 PRINT"AUTOMAT IC FILL IN"
3560 PRINT
3Y70 S=4
3580 GOSUB /40000



3600
3610
3620
3622

5=4
01=01+1
02=02+1
G2=9

3624 GOSUB 50000
3630 GOSUB 40000
3640 NEXT 0
3550 GOTO 3800
3700 GOSUB 40000..
3704 PRTMT
3707 PRINT
3708 IF Z1=1 GOTO 3750
3710 PRINT_ AS(S)
3720 PRINT
3750 NEXT I
3760 REM END OF LOOP THAT GIVES THE GROUP!
3800 PRINT
3810 PRINC"ARE YOU DONE WITH EVERYTHING"
3820 INPUT SS
3830 IF Z5='YES',GOTO 4900
3840 IF SS=1N0'.GOTO 3900
3850 PRI1iT "YES OR NO";
3860 GOTO 3 820
3900 PRINT
3910 REM BY FILLING THE FILE AFTER EACH GROUP, NO MORE THAN ONE

3920 REM CAN BE LOST BY A COMPUTER SHUT DOWN.
4900 OPEN 3.,FSJOUTPUT
4910 OPEN 4J,'ALPHA',IOPUT
5000 FOR 9=1 TO N3
5010 GET 4:A,S1JG,T,S.,112,C11,02
5020 PUT 3:A,S1,3 ,T,S,N2,01,Q9
5030 NEXT
5100 FoR P.2=1 TO n3
5110 PUT 3:U(2)
5120 PUT 31V0)
5130 PUT 3:V(9)
5140 PUT 3:X(9)
51.50 PUT 3:Y(9)
5160 PUT 3:Z(2)
5170 PUT 3:5(9)
5180 PUT 3:-.(9)
5190 NEXT 0
5200 AJS1,G,TJS,N2,O1,0.2=-123
5210 PUT 3:A,S1,G,T,S,N2,O1'02
5250 CLOSE 3.'4
5300 IF ='YFS' GOTO 39999
5320 n3=0
5340 GOTO 128
39999 STOP SUBPROGRAMS FOLL.31/
40000 03=034.1
40100 U(03)A
40120 V(03)=S1
40130 1J(n3) =G
40140 X(,.:13)=T(GI,G2)
40150 Y(0.3)=5
40160 7(03)=41
40170 S(03)=1.21
40180 0(03)=Q2
41000 RETU?N AFTER EACH TASK
50000 REM
50100 G1=1
50200 IF G=99 GOTO 50400
50300 Gl="-;-1-1

50100 T=T(01,G2)

GROUP



LOAD B
READY

LIST

10:9 TUESD.n:..", MAY 30, 1972

/4(

0 REM FILES ARE RUM 1'1-ROUGH A PO00RAN1 CALLED: STARTFIL
1 REM TO SET THE FIRST DATA ENTRY AT 123
2 REM THIS IS ONE T0 THE FILE OMLY EsEORE IT IS RUM FOR THE 1ST TI:s:E.
3 REM. TO CHANCE A TASK: THE FIRST DATA. LIN2 IS GROUP 99, FOLL0=3
4 REM ARE THE GROUPS ONE PER P, COUNTING IN ORDER: CROUP 1 TO LAST

S REM GROUP. EACH PROGRAM z.:1UST HAVE A DIFFERENT 'DUMP FILE' AL) ',THEN
6 REM MORE TEAM ONE PROGRAM 15 USED AT A TIME DIFFERENT FILES M-.5ST ES
7 REM ENTERED 14 HEN THE QUESTION IS ASHED: FILE NAME?
8 REM FILES ARE READ BY THE PROGRAM: READFILE
10 DIM AS(3)
1.1 DIM U(400)
1.2 DIM V(400)
13 DIM 14(400)
14 DIM X(400)
15 DIM Y400)
16 DIM 1(200)
17. DIM S(400)
1.8 DIM-#(400)
19 DIM T(27,10)
20 FOR 0=1 TO 3
30 READ A5(0)
40 NEXT 0
50 DATA "RIQHT 0':,7","PU:TE CLOSE"/"TOO FAR OUT"
60' PRINT"ESCAPE CODE IS ANSWER: 4567"
66 03=0
70 PRINT
SO PRINT
90 PRINT"FILE NAME";
92 INPUT FS
98 MAT READ T.
99 DATA 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,0
101 DATA 10,11,10,11,10,11,10,11,10,11
102 DATA 10,11.,12.,13,14.,10,11;121,13,1L!
103 DATA -20,211,20,2021,20,ai,20.1
104 DATA 20,21,22,23,24,20,21,2,23,24
105 DATA 30,31,30,31,30,31,30,3L,30,31
106 DATA 30,31:3R,S3J3/:,30,31.332,33,324---
107 DATA 40,41,42.,43,!t4,45i46,47,43,,49
108 DATA 40,41,40,41,40.,41;40;410,41
1.09 DATA 40..,411,42:,43,L140,41,42)143,244
1.10 DATA 50,51,52,53,514,55,56,57,58,59
1.11 DATA 60,61,62:,63,64,65,66J67.,68,69
112 DATA 70.,71072.,73-,74,75,76,77,78,79
113 DATA 50,a1,82,83,84,85,86,87,88,89
114 DATA 90,92,90,92,90,92,90,92,90,92
115 DATA 90,91.'92...93.'9'1.'90,91,92,93,92
116 DATA 100.,101,100,101,100,101',100,101,100,101.
.11.7 DATA 100.,101102,103,104,100,101,102,103,104
118 DATA 110',112,110,112,110.,112,110,112,110,112
119 DATA 110,111,112;113,114,110,1111,1.12,113.,114
120 DATA 120.,121,122.,123,124,125,1260127,128,129
1.21 DATA 120,122,120,122,120,122,120-,122,120,122
122 DATA 120J1211,122,123,124,120,121:,122,123,124
1.23 DATA 130, 131,132,133,134,135,136,137,138,139



UATA Itis 141s 14 14:is 14t-ls I/1bl .hs I:111"3"1/19
1.25 DATA 1 4 0 , 14 1 , 140, 1 4 1 , 140, 141 , 140 1,14:0,141
126 DATA 140, 141, 142,143, 144 ,14,-) ,141 , 1-42, 43, 144
128 OPEN I FS I NPUT
129 OPEN BETP-1 , OUTPUT
1:30 FOR 3= 1 T-0 2000.
140 GET 1:HI,H2,:?3,H40113,H6,H7,H8
141 REM A=ADVISOR,S1=STUDENT,G=GROUP,T=TASK,S=SCORE,N1=RECORD IN THE
142 REM FILE BEING USED,C11 & :12 ARE COUNTERS OF LITTLE VALUE,(43=THE
143 REM COUNTER OF TASKS FOR THE STORAGE OF RESULTS.
145 IF H1=-123 THEN 180
147 A=H1
148 SI=H2
149 G=H3
1.50. T=H4
151 S=H5
152 NL=H6
153 01=H7
154 Q2=H8
160 PUT 2 :A,S1,G,T,S,N1,0.1.,Q2
165 N3=@
170 NEXT @
.180 CLOSE 1,2
1.81 N1=N1+1
184 IF SS= 'NO' -GOTO 220
187 02=0
190 PRINT
200 PRI NT"AD V IS 0::# (COMMA) STUDENT4";
210 INPUT A.'S 1
220 PRINT
230 PRINT"FILE "; FS;" RECORD"; NI
240 PRINT
250 PRINT "I.1 HAT GROUP WOULD YOU LIKE";
260 INPUT 0
270 PRINT
280 IF 0=99 GOTO 1208.
290 IF G<=0 GOTO 250
300 IF G>=27 GOTO 250
1208 PR I NT -"
120.9 01=0
1210 PR INT"D 0 YOU WANT INSTRUCT I ONS";
1220 INPUT 55
1.230 PRINT
1.240. IF 5S -='NO' GOTO 3000
1.250 IF SS< > "(ES ' GOTO 1210
1260 GOTO 1500, 1500,1500 ON 0-23
1.270 IF 0 =99 G (70 2400
1280 IF G >= 10 (3 OT 0 .::100

1.500 PRINT
1510 PRINT" EACH PICTURE IS A PROBLEM."
1520 PP. I-NT "P L EASE P 0 T 0 A PLACE 011 THE"
1530 PRINT"PAGE WHICH IN YOUR OPINION IS"
1540 PR NT "T CORRECT ANSWER. THE COMPUTER"
1550 PR INT "W. iLL T ELL YOU WHETHER YOU WERE :"
1560 PP.' NT "I: I GHT ON THE CORRECT
1570 PR INT"CL. OS E TO IT, OR"
1580 P'24. INT "T 00 FAR OUT"

1590 PRINT
1.600 REM (THE COMPUTER WILL SONE DAY TELL THE COIECT ANSWER)
1610 REMAT-ZIC
1620 GOTO 3000
2100 PRINT
2110 PR INT"T HE COMPUTER WILL ASK IF YOU ARE"
21,20 PRINT "READY. AFT ES TilER I NG : YES" .

'1,.130 PR INT"TYPE TIDE: CORRECT ANSWER THAT"



2150 PRIT"CONPUTER WILL TELL YOU HETHER"
2160 PRf:TT"Y0'.1 RIGHT ON"
2170 PRINT":AUTTE CLO3.J OR"
2180 PRIT"T00 FAR OUT."
2190 REM(THE 00T2 WILL THEN TY'r'B THE CORRECT J,:";=R)

2200 REM
2210 REM
2220 PRIT"-->ENTER ALL POSSIBLE WAYS<--"
2230 PRINT
2240 GOTO 3000
2400 PRINT
2410 PRINT" FOR PROl'ILEMS 1, 2, 3."
2420 PRU4T"PLEASE POINT TO VHAT YOU THIfTA"
2430 PRIT"IS THE CORRECT ANSLIER. FOR"
2440 PRINT"ALL THE REST, JUST TYPE THE"
2450 PRINT"ANSW ER YOU THINK .IS 2EST"
2460 PRTNT"AFTER THE COliPUTE!-3. ASKS: READY"
2470 PRINT"AM D YOU HAVE TYPED: YES"
2480 PRINT
3000 REM END OF INSTRUCTIONS QUESTIONS FOLLOW
3050 N=10
3100 FOR I=1 TO N
3140 Z1=0
3280 G2=I
3290 GOSUB 500'00
3300 PRINT T.;"READY"
3302 ::11=01+1
3304 INPUT 55
3305 IF SS<>'YES'.GOTO 3300
3306 GOTO 3315,3315,3315 ON G-23
3308 IF 0<10 GOTO 3315
3310 IF T<4 0070 3315
3312 PRIMT"WHAT DO YOU TRIM: THE ANSWER IS"
3314 INPUT 5S
3315 PRINT
3340 REM
3350 PRINT"ANSR".;
3360 INPUT S
3365 02=00+1
3370 IF S=4567 GOTO 3540
3390 GOTO 3700,3440,3440 ON S
3400 GOTO 3350
3440 IF 13<10 GOTO 3700
3450. GOTO 3700,3700,3700 ON 13-23
3460 IF T:=3 GOTO 3700
3470 PRINT
3480 P11T AG (S)
.2490 P1,tINT
3500 PRINT"VIIAT ANSWERS ARE RIGHT ON"
3510 INPUT GS
3519 11=1
3530 GOTO 3700
3535 m" END OF r.:.'..TESTIOMS, AUTO. FILL IN FOLLOWS
3540 PRINT
3550 PRINT"AUTONATIC FILL IN"
3560 PRINT
3570 S=4
3580 GOSUB 40000
3590 FOR @=I+1 TO N
3600 S=4
3610 01=01+1

.3620 02=02=1
3622 G2=e!
3624 GOSUB 50000



3640
3650
3700
3704
3707

3708

NEXT @
(OT0
GOSUE 40000
PRINT.
PRINT
IF 7,1=1 GOTO 3710

3710 PRINT AF,CS)
3720 PRINT .

3750 NEXT I

3760 REm END OF LOOP THAT GIVS THE GROUP!
3800 PRINT
3610 PRINT"ARE YOU DONE WITH EVERYTHING,'
3820 TPUT
3830 IF SS=TYES'.GOTO 4900
3840 IF $S='NO' GOTO 3900
3850 PRINT"YES OR NO";
3860 GOTO 3820
3900 PRINT
3910 REM BY FILLING THE FILE AFTER EACH GROUP, NO

_

MORE THAN ONE

3920 REM CAN BE LOST BY A COMPTTTER SHUT DOI:N.
4900 OPEN! 3JFS,OUTPUT
4910 OPEN 4,12ETA',INPUT
5000 FOR 4=1 TO N3
5010 GET 4:A,S1,G,T,S,N20n1,o2
5020 PUT 3:A,S1,G,T,S,N2,01,02
5030 NEXT
5100 FOR 0=1 TO 93
5110 PUT 3:U(0)
5120 PUT 3:V(0)
5130 PUT 3:-7(0)
5140 PUT 3:X(0)
5150 PUT 3:Y(9)
51.60 PUT 3:Z(.4.)
5170 PUT 3: S(?)
5180 PUT 3:#(4)
5190 NEXT 0
5200 A,S1,2,T,S,N2,01,02=-123
5210 PUT 3:A,SI,G,T,S,M2,a1,02
5250 CLOSE 3,4
5300 IF 5S=1YES' GOTO 39999
5320 03=0

r15340 GOTO 128
39999 ST''P S UBPROGRAYIS FOLLO
40000 2.3=3-1
40100 U(I3) =A
40120 V(:13)=S1
40130 W(i -13)=2

40140 X(03)=T(G1,22)
40150 Y( :13)=S
40160 Z(03)=N1
40170 S(ia3)=01
40180 d(03)=g2
41000 RETURN AFTER EACH TASK
50000 REM
50100 G1=1
50200 IF 2=99 GOTO 50400
50301 21=2+1
50400 T=T(G1,02)
50500 RETURN AFTER SETTING UP THE RIGHT TASK NUMBER
99999 END

GROUP



LOAD C
READY

@LIST
WHAT?
LIST

C 11:13 TUESDAY, AY 30, 1972

0 REM FILS ARE RUN TEROUGH A PROD :AM CALLED:STARTFIL
1 REM TO SET THE FIRST DATA ENTRY AT -123
2 REM THIS IS DONE TO THE FILE ONLY BEFORE IT IS RUN FOR THE 1ST TIME
3 REM TO CHANGE A TASX: THE FIRST DATA LINE IS GROUP 99, ALL FOLLMTING
4 REM ARE THE GROUPS ONE PER LINE, & COUNTING IN ORDER: GROUP 1 TO LAST

5 REM GROUP. EACH PROGRAM M:_IST HAVE A DIFFERENT 'DUMP FILE' AND WHEN
6 REM MORE TITAN ONE FROG :AN IS USED AT A TIME DIFFERENT FILES MUST 7,E
7 REM ENTERED ITHEN THE QUESTION IS ASKED: FILE NAME?
8 REM FILES ARE READ BY THE PROGRAM: READFILE
10 DIM AS(3)
11 DIM U(400)
12 DIM V(400)
.13 DIM W(400)
14 DIM X(400)
15 DIM Y(400)
16 DIM Z(400)
17 DIM S(400)
1.8 DIM #(400)
19 DIM T(27,10)
20 FOR @=1 TO 3.
30 READ ASCO)
40 NEXT n
50 DATA "RIGHT ON","P.UITE CLOSE","TOO FAR OUT"
60 PRINT"ESCAPE CODE IS ANSWER: 4567"
66 Q3=0
70 PRINT
80-PRINT
90 PRINT"FILE MALi1E";
92 INPUT FS
98 MAT READ T
99 DATA 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9;0

-101 DATAJ0;1.1,10,11,10:,11,r0,11,10,11
102 DATA 10,11,17,13;14,10,11,12,13,14
103 DATA 20,21,20,21,20;21,20;21;20,21
104 DATA 20,21,22,23,24,20,21;22,23;24
105 DATA 30;31,50,31,30,31,30,31,30,31
106 DATA 30,31,32,33,34,30,31,32,33,34
107 DATA 40,41,42,43,44,45,46;47,46,49
108 DATA 40,41.'40;41,40,41,40,41,40,41
109 DATA 40,41/42,434,40.,41,42,43,44
110 DATA 50,51,52,53,54,55,56,57,56,59
111 DATA 60,61,62i63,64,65,66,67,68,69
112 DATA 70,71J72,73,74J75.,76,77,76,79.
143 DATA 80,8/.,82,83,84,85,86,67,68,89
114 DATA 90,92,90,92,90,92,90,92,90,92
115 DATA 90,91,92,93,94,90,91,92,93,94
116 DATA 100,101,100,101,100,101,100,101,100,101
/t7 DATA 100,101,102,103,104,100,101.,102,103,104
118 DATA 110,112,110,112,110,112,110;112,110,112
119 DATA 110-,111,112,113,114,110,111,112,113,114
120 DATA 120,121,122,123,124.,125,126,127,12,129
121 DATA 120,122,120,122,120,122;120,122,120;122
122 DATA 120,121,122,123;124,120,121,122,123,124



124 DATA. 14 0,141, 142,1/43,144,145,14 6, 147,14b,149
125
126
128
129
13.0 FOR
1/-10 GET
1.41 R

142 REN
1.43 REM
145 IF H1-123
147 A=H1
1.48 S1=1-12
1.49 G =H3
1.50 T=H4
151 5=i-i5
.152 N1=1-16
t53 CI 1 =T-17

154 Q2=H3

DATA. 140,14 1, 140, 141, 43 141,140, 1/1,140, 141
DATA 140,14 1, 142, 143,144, 140 ,141, 142 ,143, 144
OPEN 1, FS .7 ..[IPT-jT
OPEN 2, GAMMA' ,OUTPUT

0=1 TO 2000
:1-11 , H3 ,H4 , H5,

A=ADVIS OR,S1=31`TDENT,C-=GROILTP,T=TASK,S=SCO,7A =REcop:D ThE
FILE BEING USED,Q1 a 02 ARE COUNTERS OF LITTLE 1A.1,LlE;03=THE
COUNTER OF TASKS FOR THE STORAGE OF RESULTS.

THEN 180

160 PUT 2 :A, S 1.xEG,T,S,N1.20.1,02.
165 N3=@.
170 NEXT
1.80 CLOSE 1,2
181 N1=N1+1
184 IF SS='NO' GOTO 220
1.87 02=0
190 PRINT
200 PRINT"ADV IS OR (COMMA) STUDENT";
210 INPUT A, S1
220 PRINT
230 PRINT"FIL'E "; F.;;" RECORD"; N1
240 PRINT
250 PRINT"I.4 HAT -GROUP WOULD YOU LIKE";
260 IN-'UT G
270 PRINT
280 IF G=99 GOTO 1208
290 IF G<=0 GOTO 250
300 IF G>=27 GOTO 250
1208 'PRINT
1209 01=0
1210 PRINT"D 0 YOU WANT INSTRUCTIONS";
1220 INPUT SS
1230 PRINT
1240 IF S3='NO' GOTO 3000
1250 IF SS<>'YES' .GOTO 1210
1260 GOTO 1500, 1500,1503 ON G-23
1270 IF G=99 GOTO 2400
1280 IF G>=10 GOTO 2100
150.0 PRINT
1510 PRINT" EACH PICTURE IS A PROBLEM."
1520 PRINT"PLEAS2 POINT TO A PLACE 011 THE"
1530 PRINT"1---,AGE, J RICH IN YOUR OPINION IS"
1.540. PRINT"THE CORRECT ANSWER. THE COMPUTER"
1.550 PRINT"WILL T ELL. YOU WHETHER YOU WERE:"
1560 PR I.NT"R I GHT ON THE CORRECT ANSWER,'
1570 PRINT"CLOSE TO IT., OR"
1580 PRII.JT"T 00 FAR OUT"
1590 PRINT
1600 REM (THE COMPUTER WILL SOME DAY TELL THE CORRECT ANSWER)
1.610 REMARK
1620 GOTO 3000
2100 PRINT
2110 PRINT"THE 'COMPUTER WILL .4SK IF YOU ARE"
2120 PR!MT"READY. AFT ER ANS !1ER I 11G : YES"
2133 Pi-ZI:IT"TYPE T O.RR.ECT"AI.JS1..TER THAT"



2150 PR INT"COMPUTER WILL TELL You
2160 P'RT0T"Y00 R/GilT 0;?'
2170 CLoSs, nR"
21:50 PRINT"T 00 FAR OUT."
2190 REM(THE COY1UTER WILL TiiEN TYPE THE C0RE0T ASWEP.)
2200 REM
2210 REM
2220 PRINT"-->ETFR ALL POSSIBLE wAYS<--"
2230 PRINT
2240 GOTO 3000
2400 PRINT
2410 PRINT" FOR PRO3LEnS 1, 2, 3."
2420 PRINT"PLEASE ? OINT TO T:TAT YOU THIL:K"
2430 PRINT"IS THE CORRECT ANSER. FOR"
2440 PRINT"ALL THE HEST, JUST TYPE TEE"
2450 PRINT"ANSWER YOU THINX IS :BEST"
24 60 PRIT"AFTER THE CO:.1?UTER ASKS: READY"
2470 PRINT"AND YOU HAVE- TYPED:
2480 PRINT
3000 RE-! END OF INSTRUCTIONS QUESTIONS FOLLOW
3050 N=10
3100 FOR I=1 TO N
3140 11=0
3280 G9=1
3290 GOSUB 50000
3300 PRINT T;"READY";
3302 Q1=1;11+1
3304 INPUT SS
3305 IF SS<>1YESI,GOTO 3300
3306 GOTO 331'5,3315,3315 ON 0-23
3308 IF 0<10 GOTO 3315
3310 IF T<4 GOTO 3315
3312 PRINT",qHAT DO YOU THP,E THE ANSWER IS"
331.4 INPUT 57-1S
3315 PRINT
3340 RTM'
3350 PRINT"ANSWER".:
3360 INPUT- S
3365 02=02+1
3370 IF S=4567 GOTO 3 540
3390 GOTO 3 700,3440,3440 ON S
3400 GOTO 33 50
3440 IF G<10 GOTO 3 700
3450 GOTO 3 700,3700,3700 ON 0-23
3460 IF T<= 3 GOTO 3700
3470 PRINT
3480 PRINT AS (S)
3490 PRINT
3500 PRINT"WHAT ANSWERS ARE RIGHT ON"
3510 INPUT 03
3519 Z I =1
3530 GOTO 3 700
3535 REM END OF QUESTIONS, AUTO. FILL IN FOLLOWS
3540 PRINT
3550 PRINT"AUTOMATIC FILL IN"
3560 PRINT
3570 S=4
3580 GOSUB 40000
3590 FOR Q.= I4-1 TO N
3600 S=4
3610 01=01+1.
3620 02=02
3622 02=0
3624 GOSUB 50000



3630
3640
3650
3700
370/4

3707

GOSUB 40000
VEXT
GOTO 3300
GOSU3 40000
PRIHT
PRINT

3706 IF Z1=1 GOTO 3750
3710 Pt:INT AS
37'80

3750 NEXT I

3760 REM END OF LOOP THAT GIVES THE GROUP!
3803 PRINT
3810 PRINT"ARE YOU DM,TE EVERYTHING'
3820 P1PUT SS
3830 IF SS='YESI.GOTO 4900
3640 IF SS='N0'.GOT0 3900
3850 PRIT"YES OR NO";
3860 GOTO 3820
3900 PRINT
3910 REtl BY FILLING THE FILE AFTER EACH GROUP, NO MORE THAN

3920 RE ',1 CAN BE LOST 3Y A COMPUTER SHUT DOWN.
4900 OPEN 30FS)OUTPUT
4910 OPEN 40'GAMM4',/NPUT
5000 FoP 9=1 TO N3
5010 GET 4:A,S1aG,T,S,r12,r1I,m2
5020 PUT 3:A,S1,G,T,S,N2,Q1,Q2
5030 NEXT 9
5100 FOA 0=1 TO Q3
5110 PUT 3:U(i?)
5120 PUT 3:V(9)
5130 PUT 3:W(0)
5140 PUT 3:X(C4)
5150 PUT 3:7(3)
5160 PUT 3:Z(0)
5170 PUT 3:S(0)
5130 PUT 3:,$C))
5190 NEXT
5200 A,S1AG,T,SAN2,(11,02=-123
5210 PUT 3:44,51,G,T,S,N2,01,02
5250 CLOSE 3,4
5300 IF 35= 'YES' _COTO 39999
5320 03=0

GOTO 128
39999 STOP SUSPROGnANS FOLLOW
40000 '3-z13+1
40100 U(3)=A
40120 V(q3)=S1
40130 Tr( =13)=G

40140 X(113)=T(G1AG2)
40150 Y(r13)=5
40163 Z(o3)=N1
40170 $(r13)=:11
40180 fr(13)=02
41000 RETURN AFTER EACH TASK
50000 RE!'.'

50100 G1=1
50200 IF G=99 GOTO 50400
50300 G1 =G+!
50400 T=T(G1,G2)
50500 F-::TURN AFTER SETTING UP THE RIGHT TASK :JUMBER
99999 Ell')

ONE GROUP
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Ted Hammel

GRAF/PEN

_Two, uses for the "graf/pen"

1) The "graf/pen" can be used to present graphical input to be used with

a plotter. This would be as a programmer's aid. Many shpaes can not be

described by a mathematical equation and would require a programmer to

draw the shapes on a large piece of graph paper and then record all the

coordinates. The time using graph paper would be tens of hours for

anything but the simplest drawing. The same done by a "graf/pen" would

be ten to twenty minutes (that includes set-up time).

2) The "graf/pen" can be used by students to mark answers and solutions

on graphical material, have their answer evaluated by the computer, and the

evaluation typed on the terminal next to the "graf /pen" unit. The student .

would need to push the return key (or something that would send the return

key Bode) to signal the computer that the answer is ready for evaluation.

The computer would not be needed to present material because the "graf,':en"

microphones can be mounted on frosted glass allowing prOjection of material

from behind. The best arranement is to use a plotter and the graf/pen

together. This allows the student to work almost non-verbally with the

computer. The computer presents the material with the plotter and the

student answers with the graf/pen.

Three programs were written to evaluate the graf/pen. One program

repeated the patterns drawn on the graf/pen tablet. Two others evaluated

points. Of those two, one evaluated a square tarfet of three areas kie I

and one evaluated a round target (ie )
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The se::ond of the two allowed a choice of the number of boundaries.

Both allowei the target to be moved and the boundaries to include any

specified area.


